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1 Overview
Unifaun OnlineConnect is used to import and transfer order files to Unifaun’s online system Unifaun
Online, Pacsoft Online or Posti SmartShip, and to send feedback reports for created
shipments/dispatches and package numbers in separate feedback files.

1.1 Order files
Order files can contain complete shipment/dispatch information for direct printouts of transport
documents or storage for later printouts.
Incomplete orders are stored for later completion in the online system’s user interface.

1.1.1 When should the order files be created?
The file that contains order information should be produced when it is appropriate for your company’s
practices or reasonable in relation to when your business system can produce the information. This is
often done in connection with printouts of e.g. picking lists or packing slips, in connection with pick
reporting, or when a shipping label printout is requested.
Some business systems can produce the file that the online system requests in their standard design.
Other systems have pre-set functions for creating this, while in others, business system consultants have
made customer-specific adaptations that may be able to be used. In most cases, however, the
consultant must create the file at the time that is appropriate for your company’s practices.

1.1.2 What should the order files look like?
The XML format is preferred over other formats because it supports all order linking functions. Please
refer to the file specification on the online system’s help page.
In addition to XML, some older formats may be supported. Please contact Unifaun Support for more
information.

1.2 System requirements
Make sure that the computer you are using to run Unifaun OnlineConnect meets these system
requirements:
• Windows 10 or higher
• Windows Server 2016 or higher
• Local system administrator privileges.
Other versions of the listed operating systems may work, but these are not supported by Unifaun. When
contacting Unifaun Support, an upgrade may be required for troubleshooting.

1.3 How it works
1. The business system creates an order file with shipment/dispatch information for the current
order or multiple orders. The business system places the order file in Unifaun OnlineConnect’s
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order directory. Unifaun OnlineConnect reads the file and sends it to your user profile in the
online system.
2. The online system creates printouts of labels, shipment/dispatch lists and customs documents
according to the selected transport service and destination. Printouts are made directly after
the order file has been sent to the online system or manually via the online system’s user
interface, where the order can also be completed and edited.
3. After the shipment/dispatch has been picked up or dropped off, the carrier can automatically
send a feedback status report to the online system. This reports what has occurred in the
shipment/dispatch and can be read in the online system’s history. Package and
shipment/dispatch numbers can be automatically written back by Unifaun OnlineConnect to a
selected directory.

2 Installation in Windows-based systems
For installation in a Windows-based system, first check the system requirements for Windows in the
section “System Requirements.” Then check that you have the system rights you need to install the
software. Then follow the instructions in this section.
The installation of Unifaun OnlineConnect follows the standards for “Windows Installer”. The installation
itself is currently only available in English, but Unifaun OnlineConnect can be run in several different
languages once it is installed.
Download the latest version of Unifaun OnlineConnect from the help pages in the online system. Start
installation by clicking on the link “Install Unifaun UnifaunERPConnect”.
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Step 1 – License Agreement
• I accept the terms in the License Agreement
Read through the License
Agreement (available in English,
Swedish and Finnish). Click the
box to accept the terms in the
License Agreement. If you do
not accept the License
Agreement, installation cannot
begin.
• Print
Print out the License
Agreement and save it if you
wish to.
• Advanced
This button is only used for
special needs. Allows you to
specify a directory for installation. Also displays a page to choose modules (currently only one
module to install).
• Install
Start installation of Unifaun OnlineConnect.
• Cancel
Cancel installation.

Step 2 – Installation
• Unifaun OnlineConnect will begin installing. Wait for the installation to finish.

Step 3 – Finish
• Click Finish to complete the installation.

3 Configuration of Windows-based systems
After a successful installation, two shortcuts are created in the start menu under the directory “Unifaun
OnlineConnect”:
Administration of Unifaun OnlineConnect
Unifaun OnlineConnect
These shortcuts start the two parts that are used together to run and configure Unifaun OnlineConnect.
You can choose to either install Unifaun OnlineConnect as a normal application or as a service. If it is
installed as a normal application, you will be required to log on the system. If it is installed as a service, it
can be run without logging on to the system.
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3.1 Application
The “Unifaun OnlineConnect” shortcut starts the main program,
which handles all file management and network communication.
This program is therefore always running as long as Unifaun
OnlineConnect is performing its tasks. The shortcut starts the main
program as an application. A minimized window opens to show that
the program is running.
Starting the main program via the shortcut is an easy way to test-run the program. Just be aware that if
the user that started the program logs out, the application will close and the order files will stop being
sent to the online system. For normal operation, it can therefore be better to run Unifaun
OnlineConnect as a service.

3.2 Service in Windows
Because the main program often needs to
be running for longer periods of time, it is
also installed as a service in Windows by the
installation program. To start the main
program as a service, the normal functions
for services in Windows are used.

Before the service starts, it is a good idea to
create a special user that the service will run
under. This is particularly important for the
network communication and printer usage
rights that the main program will have, as
well as for the chance for exemption from
recurrent password changes.
To configure users for the service:
1. Open the services console.
Click on the start menu, type
services.msc directly in the search
field and then open the services program.
2. Find the service Unifaun OnlineConnect in the list and then display its properties by doubleclicking on the service.
3. In the Log on tab, mark “This account” and then enter the account and password. Make sure
that the main program can be run with the selected account by starting the service (can be done
from the General tab).
4. When the installation for the account is done and the service can be started, it may be
appropriate to change “Start method” from “Manual” to “Automatic” so that the main program
will always restart when the computer restarts.
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5. Go to the General tab, change start method to “Automatic” and click OK.

4 Administration of Unifaun OnlineConnect
The administration program is used to make settings and monitor the status of Unifaun OnlineConnect.
This program is started via the shortcut “Administration of Unifaun OnlineConnect”. The administration
program communicates with the main program to show and change the settings. The main program
must therefore be running for the settings to be visible and accessible for changes. It is possible,
however, to start the administration program first and then use it to start the main program (described
under “Status” below). In the lower right corner of the administration program, there is an icon showing
that the administration program has contact with the main program. If there is contact,
displayed. If there is not,

will be

will be shown.

The top menu consists of three parts:
File – Choose Exit if you want to quit the session.
Show – Mark Advanced settings to get access to extended functionality.
The administration program’s user interface consists of a row of tabs that contain the different functions
that can be used. Remember that you can use the right-hand scroll bar to view more information if
everything does not fit in the window.
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4.1 Information
The Information tab provides information briefly describing what the other tabs contain.

4.2 Communication
The Communication tab contains the most important settings that determine how Unifaun
OnlineConnect will function. You enter links to the accounts you use in the online system here. If you
have upgraded from an earlier version, the account information may already be entered.

4.2.1 Add account
Click
to add a new account and adjust settings to import order files, print and send feedback
reports. A new window will open where you enter your information.
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Account
In the Account tab, enter your user ID, password and the online system that the user information is
linked to. When you click on another tab or click
, the user ID and password will be verified with
the selected online system. If the user ID, password or system do not match, or if Unifaun ERPConnect is
not active on the specified account, you will be notified that a problem has occurred and the account
will not be able to be added or modified. Correct the information or contact Unifaun to activate Unifaun
ERPConnect.

• System
Online system connected to the account - Unifaun Online, Pacsoft Online or Posti SmartShip.
• Log-in with User ID / Password
User ID and password for the account in the online system that Unifaun OnlineConnect will use.
Note that if the account has Advanced Profile Management, the standard profile password must
be entered. You will not be able to log on to a specific profile/profile group, but the
shipments/dispatches that are imported can be directed to a specific profile group. This can be
done through a value in the order file or through a setting in the online system.
• Log-in with API-key
You can also use API-key for authentication. This is useful if your Unifaun OnlineConnect
application is hosted by a third party and you do not want to disclose your account credentials to
external party.
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NOTE: If you are using Posti SmartShip you must choose Log-in with API-key as the authentication
method.
• Click

to save.

Order files
In the Order files tab, specify directories where the business system should place order files. Several
different directories can be entered, and each directory has a number of settings. The same directory
can be used numerous times provided that different search masks are used.
Activate file loading
Should be marked for the order files to be fetched from the specified search paths.
Add a search path to a new directory by clicking

.

• Directory
Search path to the directory that will be used to search for order files. Click
dialog where a new directory can be selected.
• Search mask for files
A simple search mask that
can restrict what files will be
imported. An * (asterisk)
represents one or more
characters. A ? (question
mark) represents exactly one
character.

to open a

• File format
File format that the order file
is formatted in. It is important
that the specified format
matches the format that the
order file is created in. During
import, this will determine
how the file will be
interpreted.
• Number of seconds after editing before the file is processed
A whole number that specifies how many seconds the file must remain undisturbed before it can
be imported. Every time Unifaun OnlineConnect looks for files in the directory, the time of the
latest modification of each file is checked. If the time of the last modification has remained the
same for at least the specified number of seconds, the file will be imported. One second is
normally enough, but if the file system does not support locking, this may need to be raised.
• Translate DOS (OEM) characters
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Click the box if files from the directory should be translated from the character set used by MSDOS programs before import. The character set referred to here is sometimes called OEM or
CP430.
• Use file lock (Advanced setting)
This will lock the file while another system is using it. (Do not disable unless you are totally aware
of the consequences.)
• Send this folder’s direct printing to a specific printer mapping. Leave blank for automatic
selection (Advanced setting)
This will use a specific printer mapping for this directory only.
• Click

to save.

Remove a search path to a directory by clicking

.

Change a search path to or the settings for a directory by clicking

.

Printers
Printer settings can be adjusted in the Printers tab if direct printing is desired. This tab is only accessible
if you have activated import of order files under the Order files tab. The dialog boxes that open are the
same as in Unifaun OnlinePrinter.
• Direct print
Direct print of complete orders can be enabled or disabled for the account. Whether direct print is
enabled or not,
it is possible to
enable direct
print for an
individual order
via the values in
the order file.
Direct print
always requires
complete and
accurate order
files. If the
order file needs
to be
completed or
edited, printing
is done
manually in the
online system.
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• Guide - Printer Settings (recommended)
Guide - Printer Settings is a dialog in which you can adjust printer settings through a step-by-step
process. It is the easiest way to select printers and change printer settings. You need to know
what printer should be used for labels, which type of printer (laser or thermal transfer), what type
of label you should use, and which printer should be used for other documents, e.g. customs
documents and shipment/dispatch lists. Click on the printer settings guide and follow the
instructions that appear.
• Add
For special needs, such as Unifaun OneDoc settings, special label formats, adjusting positioning of
the printout, or rotating the printout. Use the
through a more advanced dialog with printer settings.
• Remove

button to add a printer destination

Select a printer destination and use the
destination.
• Change

button to remove a previously added printer

Select a printer destination and use the
printer destination.
• Up

button to change the settings for an existing

Use the
button to move the selected printer destination one step up in the list and
give it higher priority. The first printer destination that can do the printout is selected and the
print order is sent to the printer specified by the printer destination.
• Down
Use the
button to move the selected printer destination one step down in the list
and give it lower priority.
• Test
To determine if a printer has been configured properly in Unifaun OnlineConnect you can use the
Printer Test function. By clicking the
button Unifaun OnlineConnect will print a test
document.
• Print error label for invalid shipments
Mark if an error label for invalid shipments should be printed.
• Language on error label
Select which language the error label should be written in.
• Click

to save.

Printer mappings
In the Printer mappings tab, different combinations of printer destinations from the Printers tab can be
combined under a name of your choice. These names can then be specified in order files to determine
which printer destination a particular shipment/dispatch can be printed out on. A common example is
that several different parcel areas each have their own label printers. The name of each parcel area is
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specified in the order file so that the shipment/dispatch can only be printed out on the parcel area’s
own label printer.
• Add
Use the
button to add
a new printer
mapping.
• Remove
Use the
button to
remove a
previously
added printer
mapping.
• Change
Use the
button to change a printer mapping.
• Click

to save.

A printer mapping is an arbitrary name linked to one or more printer destinations.
• Name
An arbitrary name for the
printer mapping.
• Printer destination
Select the printer
destinations to be included
in the printer mapping. The
printer destinations are
those specified in the
previous section. Each
printer mapping should
include both a label printer
and a regular printer for other documents.
• Click

to save.
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Feedback report
In the Feedback report tab, settings can be made for two kinds of feedback report, Standard and Event
based.
Standard - If and how Unifaun OnlineConnect should send information on printed shipments/dispatches
in the feedback report.
This information contains the shipment/dispatch and package numbers created by the online system
during printout, along with the order number(s) sent with the order file. This allows the business system
to read back the created shipment/dispatch and package numbers.

• Activate
feedback
report
Feedback
report can
be activated
or
inactivated
for the
account.
• Directory
Search path
to the
directory
the
feedback
report files
are to be
placed in.
Click
to open a dialog where a new directory can be selected.
• Filter
Select when the feedback report will be sent.
o “Send feedback report only periodically” reports all printouts made every 15 minutes.
o “Send feedback report only on direct print” reports only the printouts made via Unifaun
OnlineConnect.
o “Send feedback report on direct print and periodically” reports both of the previous
selections together.
NOTE: Printouts made via direct print will be reported twice; once at the time of
printing and once in the next 15-minute interval.
• File format
Select which information about the printout is to be saved in the file.
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“Standard format” saves the order number, package number, shipment/dispatch
number and shipment/dispatch date for each package.
o “Standard format with reference” adds a shipment/dispatch reference for each
package.
o “Standard format with reference and part order number” adds a shipment/dispatch
reference for each package as well as an order number for every package.
Naming method
Select how the saved file(s) will be named. Naming method also determines if a new file should be
created or if an existing file should be updated.
o “Date with arbitrary prefix and file extension” merges the values in the “Prefix” and “File
extension” boxes with the current date and time in the middle. A new file will be
created at each reporting time.
o “Fixed name” uses the value in the “Name” box as the full name of the file. The same
file will be updated at each reporting time.
o “Internal name with arbitrary file extension” merges an internal file name with the value
in the “File extension” box. A new file will be created at each reporting time.
Name
Complete file name if only one file will be created.
Prefix
Initial part of file name if the file name is built of several parts.
Extension
Final part of file name if the file name is built of several parts.
Example of file name
An example of how the name of the feedback report file(s) will look.
o

•

•
•
•
•

• Click

to save.

Event based - If and how Unifaun OnlineConnect should send information on event based statuses.
Status events are reported every 15 minutes if the status has changed. All files contain time stamps in
the form of date and time (CET).
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• Activate
feedback
report
Feedback
report can be
activated or
inactivated for
the account.
• Directory
Search path to
the directory
the feedback
report files are
to be placed
in. Click

•

•
•
•
•

to
open a dialog
where a new
directory can
be selected.
Naming method
Select how the saved file(s) will be named. Naming method also determines if a new file should be
created or if an existing file should be updated.
o "Date with arbitrary prefix and file extension" merges the values in the "Prefix" and "File
extension" boxes with the current date and time in the middle. A new file will be
created at each reporting time.
o "Fixed name" uses the value in the "Name" box as the full name of the file. The same file
will be updated at each reporting time.
o "Internal name with arbitrary file extension" merges an internal file name with the value
in the "File extension" box. A new file will be created at each reporting time.
Name
Complete file name if only one file will be created.
Prefix
Initial part of file name if the file name is built of several parts.
Extension
Final part of file name if the file name is built of several parts.
Example of file name
An example of how the name of the feedback report file(s) will look.

• Click

to save.
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Status events
The table below shows all status events reported by Unifaun OnlineConnect. The information may vary
depending on choice of carrier and service. To some extent, status events might be missing but may
emerge with other status events at a later stage, due to deficient scanning of the goods.
The status events below are aggregated values, some of which have several underlying status events not
shown in Unifaun OnlineConnect.
STATUS_
Presents current status of a shipment. These
are not permanent.

STATUS_TRANSITION_
Presents when the status of a shipment was
changed. These are permanent.

STATUS_PRINTED – Printed

STATUS_TRANSITION_PRINTED – The status was
changed to “Printed”

STATUS_DISPATCHING – On route

STATUS_TRANSITION_DISPATCHING – The status
was changed to “On route”

STATUS_DELIVERING – Arrived at pick-up
location

STATUS_TRANSITION_DELIVERING – The status
was changed to “Arrived at pick-up location”

STATUS_DELIVERED – Delivered

STATUS_TRANSITION_DELIVERED – The status
was changed to “Delivered”

STATUS_PARTDELIVERED – Partly delivered

STATUS_TRANSITION_PARTDELIVERED – The
status was changed to “Partly delivered”

STATUS_RETURNED – Returned

STATUS_TRANSITION_RETURNED – The status
was changed to “Returned”

STATUS_CANCELLED – Discarded

STATUS_TRANSITION_CANCELLED – The status
was changed to “Discarded”

To activate event based feedback report, please contact Unifaun for further information.

4.2.2 Change account
Change settings for an account. Select the account and click
your information here.

. A dialog box will open. Enter

The columns in the list of accounts have a corresponding tab in the dialog for changes. Double-clicking
on a column in the list for the account that is to be changed will open the dialog for the corresponding
tab.
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4.2.3 Remove account
Remove an account. Select the account and click

.

4.3 Settings
The Settings tab is used to make settings that are not linked to an account in an online system.
• Delay in seconds between order file searches
Number of seconds between each search for an order file in all directories linked to an account. A
normal value is between 2 and 5 seconds.
• Number of days that history files are saved
Number of days that processed files are saved. Files that are older than the specified number of
days are deleted. A normal value is 30 days.

•

•

•

•
•
•

E-mail messages
Activate e-mail
messages
Activate or
inactivate all
types of e-mail
messages from
Unifaun
OnlineConnect.
Address to the
e-mail server
(smtp)
Address to an
SMTP-based email server that
can send e-mail
to Unifaun
OnlineConnect.
User name
User name used
to identify the
program in the e-mail server.
Password
Password used to identify the program in the e-mail server.
Language for messages
Select the language to be used in e-mail messages from the program.
Sending e-mail address
E-mail address to be used as the sending address in e-mail sent by the program.
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Invalid shipments
• E-mail addresses to recipients
E-mail addresses to the recipients of e-mail messages concerning invalid shipments. Separate with
semicolons.
• E-mail addresses for copies
E-mail addresses to receive copies of e-mail messages concerning invalid shipments. Separate
with semicolons.
• Send e-mail for invalid shipments
Activate to receive notifications for invalid shipments.
Logging
• E-mail addresses to recipients
E-mail addresses to the recipients of e-mail messages concerning logging. Separate with
semicolons.
• E-mail addresses for copies
E-mail addresses to receive copies of e-mail messages concerning logging. Separate with
semicolons.
• Send
Choose to receive e-mails concerning New problem, New warning or both.
Events
• E-mail addresses to recipients
E-mail addresses to the recipients of e-mail messages concerning events. Separate with
semicolons.
• E-mail addresses for copies
E-mail addresses to receive copies of e-mail messages concerning events. Separate with
semicolons.
• Send
Choose to receive e-mails concerning New problem, New warning, Solved problem, Solved
warning, Confirmed problem and/or Confirmed warning.
Proxy settings (Advanced settings)
• Use proxy
Used if connection
through proxy server
is required.
• Address
Proxy server address.
• Port
Proxy server port.
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• Use proxy authentication
Check if proxy authentication is required.
• User
Used only if proxy authentication is required.
• Password
Used only if proxy authentication is required.

•

•

•

•

Advanced settings for automatic update (Advanced settings).
Customer
specific update
Check if
customer
specific layout
or Unifaun
OneDoc should
be used.
System
System where
the settings
should apply.
Log-in with User ID / Password
User ID and password for the account in the online system that Unifaun OnlineConnect will use.
Note that if the account has Advanced Profile Management, the standard profile password must
be entered. You will not be able to log on to a specific profile/profile group, but the
shipments/dispatches that are imported can be directed to a specific profile group. This can be
done through a value in the order file or through a setting in the online system.
Log-in with API-key
You can also use API-key for authentication. This is useful if your Unifaun OnlineConnect
application is hosted by a third party and you do not want to disclose your account credentials to
external party.
NOTE! If you are using Posti SmartShip you must choose Log-in with API-key as the authentication
method.

4.4 Status
The Status tab shows a summary of what is happening or has happened in Unifaun OnlineConnect. In
this tab, Unifaun OnlineConnect can be started or stopped, and installed or uninstalled as a service in
the system.
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• Problems
Shows
the
number
of
problems
that has
occurred
in the last
1, 5, 15,
30 and 60
minutes.
• Warnings
Shows
the
number
of warnings that has occurred in the last 1, 5, 15, 30 and 60 minutes.
• Imported
Shows the number of files that has been imported in the last 1, 5, 15, 30 and 60 minutes.
• Exported
Shows the number of files that has been sent as feedback reports in the last 1, 5, 15, 30 and 60
minutes.
• Sent
Shows the number of files that has been sent to some online system in the last 1, 5, 15, 30 and 60
minutes.
• Downloaded
Shows the number of files that has been downloaded for feedback in the last 1, 5, 15, 30 and 60
minutes.
• Printed
Shows the number of files that has been printed out in the last 1, 5, 15, 30 and 60 minutes.
• Start
Starts Unifaun OnlineConnect as a normal application or as a service. If Unifaun OnlineConnect is
installed as a service on the computer, a dialog box will appear with an option to start either as an
application or as a service.
• Stop
Stops Unifaun OnlineConnect regardless of whether the program is started as an application or as
a service.
• Install
• Installs Unifaun OnlineConnect as a service on the computer. Normally, the program has already
been installed as a service by the installation program.
Note! If the computer uses UAC (User Access Control) and the administrator program is not
running as administrator, the installation will most likely fail.
UNIFAUN ONLINECONNECT
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• Uninstall
Uninstalls Unifaun OnlineConnect as a service on the computer. Normally, the program in
uninstalled automatically by the installation program.
Note! If the computer uses UAC (User Access Control) and the administrator program is not
running as administrator, the uninstallation will most likely fail.
• Memory use
Shows how much memory Unifaun OnlineConnect is using. The first number is used memory, the
second number is the maximum memory used, and the third number is the maximum available
memory for Java.

4.5 Events
The Events tab shows what has occurred recently in Unifaun OnlineConnect.
• Show problems, warnings and information
Use the dropdown list to select the events to be shown in the list.
•
•

•

Requests a delayed event to be performed again.
Requests a delayed event not to be performed again. If a file is linked to the event, the file will be
considered to have failed.
Confirms that the current status of the event has been understood. If a confirmed event occurs
again, a new e-mail message will be sent. If the event is not confirmed, no new e-mail message
will be sent.

Events that are not of a recurrent nature are removed after one hour. This primarily concerns events
linked to files that are treated in different ways.

4.6 Logging
The Logging tab shows Unifaun OnlineConnect’s internal logging. Unlike in the event tab, this tab shows
ongoing and more detailed information on what is happening in Unifaun OnlineConnect.
• List
List with log messages. If the contents in the Message column begin with a plus, the message has
multiple lines. Double-click on the line to show details.
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• Show problems, warnings and information
Use the dropdown list to select the types of log messages to be shown in the list.
• Details
Details for a log message. If the message has several lines, all lines are shown here.
•
•

Show the details of the previous log message.
Show the details of the next log message.

4.7 Support
The support tab provides information that helps Unifaun support perform troubleshooting in Unifaun
OnlineConnect. Click on this tab when contacting Unifaun support.
• Version - Unifaun OnlineConnect
Shows Unifaun OnlineConnect’s program version.
• Version – Printouts
Shows printout version. This version corresponds to the version on Unifaun OnlinePrinter.

•
•
•
•
•

Directories
Application
Shows search path to the application directory.
Data
Shows search path to the data directory.
Update
Shows search path to the update directory.
Log files
Shows search path to the log files directory.
Temporary files
Shows search path to the temporary files directory.

• The

button opens the operating system’s explorer with current search path.

Information file
• Create information file
UNIFAUN ONLINECONNECT
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Click to create a zip archive with a selection of files generated by Unifaun OnlineConnect. Once
the zip archive has been created, a Save-dialogue will appear.

Automatic update
• Run automatic update now
Starts automatic update immediately instead of waiting for the next scheduled time.
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Please note! If you want to make a backup of your settings, you can save a copy of the folder
"weborder". You can see the path in the Support tab under, Directories > Update. Save the downloaded
folder when you are finished with the settings, have tested that it works and closed the administration
program. Remember that if you restore your saved backup folder, you will need to adjust printers and
search paths if these have changed.

4.8 Import
Imports order files manually by dragging them from Windows Explorer to the import tab below.
The import tab shows one box per directory specified as the source for order files. Files can be dragged
and dropped on the boxes to activate a direct import of the order file as if it were placed in the
corresponding directory.
Order files can also be imported manually via a user interface in the online system, SHIPMENTS > Stored
Printings >

.

5 Troubleshoot
Problem

Solution

Error message saying that the program can't be
run on your type of processor or operating
system.

You probably have a 32-bit operating system
and need to download another installation
program. Please contact customer support.

Problem

Solution
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Error message saying "Java runtime dll is
missing".

UNIFAUN ONLINECONNECT

Download and install the necessary program
library. Go to https://www.microsoft.com/enus/download/details.aspx?id=53587 to
download.
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